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The Rotation Spectrum of Methyl Alcohol from 

20 cm-’ to 80 cm-’ 

H. J1. DEBBIE, G. TOPPING, AND Ii. ILLSLEY 

‘I’l~e r.otat.ional spectrum of methanol vapor hxs been measured from 2(1 cm 1 

to 80 cn-‘. The observations have lIeen compared with the predictions IIF 
Burkhard and Dennison and for the most part, good agreement is found. Somr 
differences are found and since t,he new observations offer more reliable dat:t 
with which to determine the energy levels N re-esxnination of the proI)lern 
1l:ls bwn made. 

I. I~TI~O1~I-C’TT(.)S 

In a rrcellt account of the rotation spectrum of methyl alcohol Burkhard aud 

Dennison t 1 I using existing microwave and infrared data, have presented 

tables of the frequencies and iuteusitirs of the strongest spectral feat,ures 6o he 
expected in the far infrared region. 

.ZH they have pointed out’, observations in the region below about, 70 ml- ’ 
are of particular interest for two maili reasons. One is that the end-ovewnd 

rot,ationaI tra)lsitions occurring with 110 change iI1 the internal rotaor energy 

ha1.e t,hc’ir greatest intensity in t,his region. The secoud concerns the energy 

levels of the hindered rotor in the torsional groulld state tl = 0. In the Burkhard 

aud Dennison work these levels were obtained by calculation and since thq 

were involved iu the deductiou of levels for higher tl values an important, check 

wo~~ld be allowed by the direct observation of transitions between t,hrm. Thesis 

tralwitiolls again occur mainly iu the rcgiou below 70 cn-I. 

The espcrimental situation is that only one set of results of rather IOLV resoh- 
t,ioll exists fOl’ the range SO-70 cn-‘, aild 1ione below 50 cnl-l has been published. 
It is the purpose of this paper to presrllt new experimental observations for the 

region 20 t,o 80 cK1, which have been made by a AIichelson interferometer alld 
t:ouries transformation and using these tlew data, t,o rr-examine the determination 
of energy lw~els made by Burkhard and l)enninoll. 

“‘9 
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II. ESPERIMEPL”I-AL METHODS 

These have been briefly described in Reference 2 and will be treated fully in 

forthcoming publications. Specific points which should be recorded here are as 

follows. 

Analar grade MeOH was vacuum distilled into the cell without further 

purification. 

The whole optical path outside the cell was evacuated to a pressure of about 

10e3 mm mercury and a liquid nitrogen trap further reduced the amount of 

water vapor present. The sample cell was 30 cm long and a pressure of 13 mm 

of methyl alcohol was used for all observations. The cell could also be evacuated 

and the spectra in Fig. 1 are the ratios of the spectral intensity with gas in the 

cell to intensity with the cell empty. Those in Fig. 2 are not ratioed. 

To compare the results with theoretical predictions we have calculated spectral 

profiles from these data. The theory gave lines of delta function form with fre- 

quencies, v@), and intensities, I(Y). The computed profile here is given by 

Thus the delta functions are replaced by Lorentzian’s with a width at half 

height of 2r cm-‘. In computing I’,(k) for a particular frequency k cm‘-’ the 

FIG. 1. Observed spectrum of methyl alcohol vapor in the range 20 cm-1 to 80 cm-1 with 
a theoretical profile at the same resolution of 0.5 em-‘. 
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contribution of every line in Tables I and III which lies between 20 and 80 cm’ 

has been included. 
The resolution in this spectroscopic technique is determined by the maximum 

path difference introduced by the interferometer and may conveniently be 

defined as the reciprocal of this difference. Thus, in the spectrum of Fig. 1 the 

resolution is given as 0..5 cm-’ corresponding to a 2-cm maximum path difference. 

The shape of the spectral window, which is the function corresponding to the 

“slit function” of a grating or prism spectrometer can be varied in this type of 

spectroscopy by applying different weighting functions to the ordinates of the 

interferogram before transformation. Its form in these experiments has been 

chosen to have a width at half height approximately equal to the resolution as 

defined above. To make the spectral profiles correspond as closely as possible to 

the observed spectra, the whole width of the Lorentzian at half intensity was 

made equal to the resolution. 

One further remark should be made about the experimental technique. 111 the 

interferometer an unfiltered quartz mercury lamp is used as source and thus 

ultraviolet light may pass through the sample cell. Though it is felt unlikely that 

this causes observable changes in the spectrum no control experiments were 

made to check this assumption. 

III. RESULTS 

Two series of spectra were taken with the same observation time of about 2 

hours for each. The first series had a resolution of 0.5 cm-’ and a better signal 

to noise ratio than the second which had a resolution of 0.25 cm-‘. Each series 

consists of four independent runs whose results were averaged. Figure 1 shows 

the spectrum between 20 and 80 cm-’ at 0.5 cm-’ resolution together with the 
theoretical profile computed from Eq. (1). Figure 2 shows the OZ-cm-’ resolu- 

tion spectrum, without background ratioing and with line assignments marked. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The agreement between observed and simulated spectra is for the most part 

very satisfactory although a number of differences are to be noted. 

In the first place, more lines are observed than are predicted. This feature is a 

result of the fact that the computed spectrum ignores the existence of the very 
numerous, but individually weak lines resulting from the AJ = f 1, AK = f 1 

transitions. These may be expected to form arelatively strong background which, 
for the most part, will be unresolved by the present observations. At certain 

points, however, coincidences between the lines will no doubt occur and these 
will be recorded as single lines although in this particular sense they are spurious. 

The second type of difference between the two spectra concerns the failure of 
the predicted lines to coincide with the observed lines by amounts ranging up to 
several tenths of a wave per centimeter. In some cases it is probable that these 
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discrepancies are due either to experimental errors or to displacements covered 
by the unresolved background lines mentioned above. In many other cases, 

lrowver, the new measurements offer a more reliable source of data with which to 

drt~rrmine t,he energy levels than t,hat available to Burkhard and Dennison. lt 

is from this viewpoint that the present re-examination is being undertaken. AI) 

&empt will be made to identify as many lines as possible in the observed 

spectrunl. The measured positions of these lines will then be used for re-evalua- 

tions of the rllergy levels and comparisons will be made with the theoretical 

treatment. 111 the following discussion the nota.tion used will be that. enlployed 

by 13urkhard and Dennison. 
The allowed rotational transitions for methyl alcohol may be divided into t,wo 

classes characterized by the change in t’he quantum number hr. In t,he first, of 

these AK, as well as the changes in the internal rotation numbers 17 and An 
aw all zero while the total angular momentum numher J changes by one. The 

methyl alcohol molecule possesses 0111~ a relatively slight asymmetry and, 

aside from the internal rotation terms, its rotational energy is well represented by 

that of a symmetrical top. Thus the principal J dependence of the energy has 

tlw form HP( ./’ + J I where Be was determined t)y Ivash and l>ennisoll ( 3) 
tc) he 0.8066 hc. It is t.o he expected t.hat centrifugal st,retching will introduce the 

small terms -D,,,(J’ + ./ )k’” - D,,( .I’ + ./ )’ wllere the coeficirnt,s I).,, and 

I?,., , as will he seen later, may be estimat’ed from the force constSnnts of the 

molecule. That part of the rotational energy which is of import’ance for the class 

of lilws under consideration is therefore &(.I’! + J) - DJJ( J’ + .J 1” alLd t,hrb 

resulting frequencies are given hy the formula 

hvJ_-l ,J = 3H,mJ - -D,,./“. (2) 

The intensities of these absorption lines can be readily calculated and it will 

t)e show1 that their strength increases with increasing J, reaches a broad maxi- 

mum, and then decreases rather rapidly. l;or methyl alcohol the maximum is 

found t’o occur near J = 30, that is, in the region of 32 cm-‘. 

.\n inspection of the experimental curves shows that the most prominent, 

feature of t,he spectrum from 20 cn-’ to 50 cnC’ ’ 1s a set of nearly equi-spaced 

lilts \vith a spacing of around 1.6 cm -l. Clearly t*hese lines may be identified 
\vit,h ttw predicted lines just discussed. III most cases the ohserved lines follow a 

concordant intensity patteru but in others the lines are either too intense when 

compared \vit#h their neighbors or are nhnorrnally broad. The ohrious inference 

is t’hat these lines coincide or nearly coincide with lines belonging t’o the other 

class of t,rnrlsition and hence may be designated as multiple. The process of 
analysis which was followed consisted ill scIeeting the siugle lines of this series as 

measured in the high resolution (0.25 cm-’ ) plot and fittiug them to a formula 

colltaitlillg a linear and a cubic t,ernl ill .I. The result of this fitting 1~1s 

~)‘c = l.ClO./ -- O.i!) X 10.“I” . . ( 3 ‘) 
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TABLE I 

J I (v)calc, (v)obs. AV , J I (vjcalc. (v)obs. AV 

12 2.0 19.31 19.25 -0.06 29 2.4 46.50 

13 2.4 20.91 20.75M -c.16 30 2.1 48.09 

14 2.5 22.52 22.75M +0.23 34 j-8 49.67 

15 3.2 24.12 P4.1 -0.02 32 1.6 51.26 

46 3.5 25.73 25.71 -C.O3 33 A.3 52.85 

17 3.8 27.33 27.3 -0.03 34 1.1 54.43 

18 4.0 28.93 28.YM -0.03 35 0.9 56.01 

19 4.0 30.54 30.5 -0.04 36 0.7 57.59 

20 4.1 32.14 32.1 -0.04 37 0.6 59.17 

21 4.0 33.74 33.7M -9.04 38 0.46 60.75 

22 4.0 35.34 35.35M +o. 01 39 0.37 62.32 

23 3.8 36.93 36.9 -0.03 40 0.29 63.90 

24 3.6 38.53 38.6~ +0.07 j 41 0.22 65.47 

25 3.4 40.13 39.9M -0.23 42 0.16 67.04 

26 3.2 41.72 41.75 to.03 43 0.12 68.60 

27 2.9 43.31 43.3 -0.01 44 0.09 70.17 

28 2.7 44.91 45.OM to.oy,j 45 0.07 71.73 

46.6 to.10 

48.1 to.01 

49.7M to.03 

5l.iM -0.16 

53.OM +n.15 

54.4 -0.03 

56.0 -0.01 

57.7M to.?1 

59.21 to.03 

60.8 to.05 

62.25 -0.07 

64.oM +O.lo 

65.5 +0.03 

67.21 to.16 

The accuracy with which the coefficient of J3 could be determined was un- 

fortunately low and of the order of &lo%. 
Table I summarizes the results. The first column gives the value of J assuming 

that the line in question corresponds to the transition J - 1 -+ J. The second 
column lists the computed intensities (see later) while the third column gives 
the frequency as calculated from the above formula. This is followed by the 
observed frequency. The letter il4 means that the line appears to be multiple. 
The last column lists the differences between the observed and calculated fre- 
quencies. It will be noted that these latter are satisfactorily small for all except 
certain of the clearly multiple lines. Since most of the observed frequencies are 
only given to three significant figures while the computed ones are given to four, 
deviations of less than 0.05 cm-’ may be properly considered to be zero. 

In the paper by Burkhard and Dennison (1) a formula was given for calcu- 
lating the intensities of the second class of transitions, namely, those for which 
AK = f 1. A similar formula may be obtained for the lines corresponding to 
AK = 0. The following modifications must be introduced: 

1. The constant A is to be replaced by (p ,I /pU,)‘A = 0.378A where p 1, and gtl 
are, respectively, the components of the permanent dipole moment parallel to 
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aud perpendicular to the methyl axis of the molecule. The numerical values of 

t’hese components are listed by Ivash and Dennison (3 j . 
2. Since the lines of the AK = 0 class are in reality very close multiplets, a 

sum must be made over the internal rot>ation number 7. 7 may assume the values 

I, 2, and :< and the weight of two of these is unity while that of the third is L’. 
Thus t.he factor _I; ,k, has the value 4. 

:i. ;4 further sum must be made over the internal rotation number I(. This 

results in replaciug e-E’7k’hr by cZ=,! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Here (E’,!,),, is t,he average of 

t.he internal rotational energy. It does not include the rotational t,erm propor- 

t.ional to K\I’. In accordance with the convention used by Burkhard and Dennison, 

this energy will be calculated relat’ive to the ground-state energy. Thus, rst,i- 

mating from their Fig. 1, (E’,,),, has the values 0, 230, 36.5, aud 84.5 hc for II = 0, 

I, 2, 3, respectively. The sum in question becomes 1.46. 

-1. Since t#hese transitions are bet’ween the same internal rotation states, the 

mat,rix elements of d/ are all equal to luiity. 
5. The sum over the external rotation amplitudes and weights will be accom- 

plished by the formula given by Gerhard and Denuison (.$). Taking account, of 

the pertinent, numerical factors, one firlds that FnTx-o is to he replaced t,\ 

p,,,_i = (2/a> 
[ 

(2.c - 1 ‘.r) IX t+ ,Jtl. + t:?] p-“?@ t4) 

where .r’ = c$J’ = 0.0169J” and p = c’/-4 - 1 = 4.X. The complete formlila 

for the intensity of the Jth line is therefore 

IJ = (l.OOCij,-I,(l -- e-hs’hr’)(~2P)II;,J--l. (c).1 

In deriving this formula it is clear that many approximations have been made in 

that integrals have replaced sums and averages for the imernal rotatioii euergy 

levels employed. However, t,he final results should be correct to the two signifi- 

cant figures listed. 

hs is well known, the centrifugal distortion constant D, may be calculated 

very simply from the condition of minimizing the rotational energy. Folio\\-ing 

the notation of Hecht and Dennison 115) one finds from t,heir Eq. (6j 

(ii) 

Here :I,, and BU are the equilibrium values of the large momeuts of inertia. l’or 

methyl alcohol -40 E B. since the asymmetry is small. :l!” and Bt” are first 
derivatives of the moments of inertia with respect to the normal coordinate 

‘16 and iii is the coefficient of (6~;)’ in the potential energy expression 
J i xi ki(6qiJ2. Let q; equal the H--O distance, cl2 the C-O distance and (i:( 
the C’--H distance. Since the D, measures the centrifugal distortion for an 
endowrend rotation in which K may, for convenience, be set equal to zero, all 
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TABLE II 

Node \//c 
0 - H stretch 3682 

C - 0 stretch I033 

C - H stretch 2911 

H-O- C bend 1346 

H -C- O bend 1453 

ki x 10-S 

7.58 0.004 

5.04 1.763 

4.8 0.027 

I .08 0.035 

1.25 0.?08 

C-H distances may be taken equal. Further let q4 = (qi)oa where a is the HOC 

angle and p5 = (qs)& where 0 is the HCO angle. Again /3 will be the same for all 
three of the methyl hydrogens. 

The q’s which have been introduced are not, strictly speaking, normal co- 
ordinates. However, as is well known, the stretching of the valence bonds and 
of the valence angles, are good approximations for the normal coordinates in the 
case of the simpler hydrocarbons. 

Knowing the equilibrium dimensions of the molecule it is now easy to write 
the moments of inertia as functions of the q’s and thus obtain the requisite first 
derivations. 

To obtain estimates of the potential constants, use was made of the analysis 
of the vibration bands of methyl alcohol given by Ivash, Li, and l’itzer (6’). 
These are sho\vn in Table II, together with the contribution which each normal 
coordinate makes to D, . 

The sum of the centrifugal distortion contributions is therefore D.,,/hc = 
0.194 X 10P5. The coefficient of .J3 is four times this figure or 0.776 X 10e5 in 
nearly perfect agreement with the value obtained from the observed lines. It 
should be remembered that the above calculation involves the approximation of 
identifying the normal coordinates with the valence coordinates. In addition the 
Ici were found by using reasonable values for the reduced masses rather than 
through a complete normal vibration analysis. In spite of these shortcomings, it 
is believed that the final figure for D _,., is quite reliable, particmarly since the 
largest contribution comes from the C-O stretching for which the approxima- 
tions employed should be most valid. 

As a final remark concerning the lines belonging to this first class of transition 
for which AK = 0, it will be noted that the observed coefficient of ,J, namely, 
1.610 eni-’ differs slightly from the value 1.61.32 deduced by Ivash and Dennison 



from att analysis of the very accurate microwave spect~rrtm. A1 rough estimat,e 
shows that a difference of this magnitude results from t’he average \,alue of the 

cetttrifugal stretchittg term -I),,( J’ + J)K” . hi accurat,e calculatiott of I),,, 
Ivould be difficult but from the experience wit’h other symmetrical top molecules 

o~te concludes that DJK G D.,,(A4,‘C 1’ where C’ attd A\ are, rrspect’iwly, the 

moments of inertia along axes parallel attd perpendicular t,o the symmetry axis. 

,Substitutittg the ttumhers for methyl alcohol one est,imates D.,K hc z .i.(i X 1 O-“. 

The cetttrifugal stretching term itt cluesCot will result itt splittittg apart t’tre 

mttttiplc littes of t,he transitiott so that tlteir p&ions, relative to the original 

littc arc girctt by -‘>D,,./K’ where K == 0, 1, . . , .I - 1. Tlw itttettsit)ies of t81re 

ittdividual lines are approximately proportional to I .I’ - K’ JT~‘~‘. The spacittg 

of the littcs is much too small to be observed \vith the presettt experimrttt.al 

arrattgemrttt~ attd consequently one should calculate their eetlter of gravit,y. ]“()I’ 

t tw large values of .I here encountered (in distittrtiotl t,o t,he small .I values for the 

tnicro~~ave lines considered by Ivash and Dettttisotk) it, may be she\\-tl tttat. tltr 
cettter of’ gravity will lie close to -l>JKJ a@. Subst,itutittg the ttutnbers, it is 

fout~cl tltat the centrifugal stretching will decrease ttle roefliciettt of J by approsi- 

mately O.OO:$< en?. The agreement with what may be called the observed 

tlificrcttcr of 0.0032 cn? is certainly fortuitously good sittce the above calcitlu- . 
ti(Jlls are little better than order of magnitude e&mates. 

Tlte second class of dipole trattsitiotts which \vill be rottsidered are those for 

\\-ltic*tt A.] = 0 and Ah’ = +I. These iuvolve chattges it1 the interttal rot(atiott. 

The possible changes in the cptstttum ttumbers 7 a~td 11 are given in the paper t y 
Burkhard and 1)ennison. These lines are also multiple sittct ./ may ass~tnte all 

~altws from t)he higher of the two valttes of K to ~0. It1 the absettcc of highct 

or&~ perturbations, the components of these mult8iple lines exactly coincide but 
it, is to be expected that effects such as that of cetltrifugal stretrhittg may ealtsc 

displacrmettts of the order of otle or more t,entha of a wave ttumbrr. 

The I~urkltard~T>etmisott paper lists the ettergy levels [designated by tlte 

symbols ( r)TK I] as obtained from an analysis of t’he spect,rtml observed in t Ite 

regiott from 50 cm-’ to 62.5 cnC1. The expected posit,iotts of the lines toget,ltet 

with t,heir calculated intensities are also given. Those liues which fall itI the ratlge 

of the prcscttt experiment were plotted and compared with the observed spec- 

trum. The att’empt was then made to identify each line. The high resolutiott 

(0.25 cm -’ ) plot was used in listing observed freqrtctwies although frccluettt IIW 

was made of tdte 0%en-’ plot. 
The results of this procedure are sltowtt in Table III. The first colun~~t gives 

t,lw t,rattsitiott ( n”~“h’“) --$ (n’7’K’) where, for the sake of uniformity \vith 
earlier papers, the first, state is the one of higher ettergy and thus the litte is given 

iti emission rather than absorption. The second column lists the calculated 

itttettsity attd the third the calculated frequency. The fourth column represents 
tile otwrvrd frec~urncy. The let,ter .lI ittdicates that, thr observed line is probal)ly 
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TABLE III 

kansition I (iJ)calc. (u)obs. Transition I (v)calc. (v)obo. 

229 - 238 0.01 20.2 

117 - 126 0.2 21.0 

134 - 013 3.1 21.2 

233 - 212 0.1 24.4 

235 - 014 1.7 25.1 

I23 - 032 2.5 25.6 

,I5 - 024 2.1 27.8 

132 - 123 2.9 29.3 

I36 - 015 1.8 29.6 

!39 - 2210 0.03 30.2 

213 - 234 0.2 30.4 

116 - 125 i.7 31.9 

324 - 033 3.6 33.4 

iii - 132 1.0 24.4 

337 - 016 3.9 35.2 

120 - 137 0.1 36. I 

133 - 124 1.4 37.6 

135 - 126 0.6 37.7 

016 - 025 6.3 38.7 

025 - 034 8.6 39.9 

1% - 125 2.5 42.1 

038 - 017 2.0 42.2 

026 - 035 4.3 45.5 

115 - 124 2.0 45.9 

(20.75)N 

25.0 

25.71 

27.7 

28.W 

29.65 

(32.l)M 

(33.7)M 

(34.7) 

35.35M 

36.0 

(37.6)M 

(37.6)M 

38.61 

39.9M 

42.4.M 

42.U 

45.5M 

45.7 

027 - 036 3.7 49.2 49.3M 

017 - 026 3.7 49.4 49.3M 

039 - 018 1.9 50.8 51.lY 

028 - 037 6.1 52.9 53.OM 

029-038 2.2 56.4 56.4 

114 - 123 3.6 57.5 57.7M 

134 - 113 0.8 59.0 (59.2)M 

018 - 027 3.7 59.1 59.216 

210 - 039 1.7 60.1 60.2 

310 - 019 3.6 60.7 61.0 

211 - 0310 2.5 64.4 64.5 

olg - 028 6.5 67.3 67.5 

113 - 122 11.6 67.6 67.75 

110 - 131 7.3 69.4 69.1 

I311 - 0110 1.5 71.1 (70.9)M 

228 - 237 0.4 73.2 (73.O)M 

1110 - 029 2.6 74.0 74.3 

112 - 121 7.0 75.3 75.3 

214 - 235 1.2 77.4 (77.25). 

232 - 211 1.2 78.6 (78.75) 

ill - 120 7.8 78.0 78.75H 

,111 - 0210 I.9 79.4 79.2 

1 
i 

multiple. In some cases the other coinciding, or nearly coinciding lines are 
identifiable while in others the multiplicity is inferred from the fact that the 
observed intensity is much greater than that calculated. The treatment of the 
data presented by the multiple lines requires an element of judgment. In those 
instances where the observed lines appear to be narrow and sharp and where 
the predicted intensity is high, it will be assumed that the observed frequency 
can be properly identified with the transition. In other cases, however, where 
there is doubt as to the validity of this assumption the frequency will be brack- 
eted. 

For the most part the identifications shown in Table III are very satisfactory. 
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In particular it is gratifying to note that almost every line of the series where 

92 = 0 --+ 0 is observed and that there is good agreement between the calculat8ed 

and measured frequencies. The levels obtained by Burkhard and Dennixon for 

the higher II values were obtained from differences which ultimately involved 

the ll. = 0 levels. These levels, however. could not he obt,ained directly from the 

measured spectrum then arailable hut were obtained from calculatSioll. The 

present8 observations therefore serve tJo validate the higher u le\.cls. 

:1 ~nunber of transitions associated with )A = 1 + 1 are also identified. III 

many cases such as the lines 112-121 and 11:3-l?? among others, the frequency 

agreement is good while in other cases divergences of t,he order of O.:i or 0.4 cm ’ 
OCCIIL‘. These probably indicate t,he necessity for small revisions in the values of 

t,lie lrwlx a8 given previously. 

:1n examination was made of the observed and predicted spectra over the 

whole ralige from 20 cn? t’o 80 cm-‘. The following points were noted: 

1. There are no strong predicted lines for which t,here does not exist) a &rong 

ohserred lilw. In all such cases the identificatio]I both in frequency and in 

intensity is satisfact’ory. 
“. From “0 cd to 50 c1n-1 there are no strong lines iii the esperimeiit,al 

spt&wm which are not accounted for. Over much of t.his region indeed there arc 

fe-t\- lines of even 101~ int,ensity ~cscluding t,he very peak lines) which camrtt, 1)~ 
identified. 

:I. l~rolll ._,o cm-’ to 80 Cld, howevrr, a good nluny lines are observed which 
lla\-e 11o mnulterpart in the predicted spectrum. These are probably due to t,he 

fortuit,ous roitlcidence or near coincidtllce of what, may he termed the t’hird class 

of lines, uamly, those for which A.J = fl and AK = fl. These, in distSinction 

to the lines of the first. two classes already considered, are indeed single lines whose 

individual int#ensities are relatively lo\\. In the aggrtgat#e, however, they are more 

int,ensc thall the sum of the intensities of the second class lines by a factor of 

approximately t,wo. In an attempt to explore this rsplanation further all the 

lines of the t,hird class falling wit,hin tllr arbitrarily cllosrn region from 60 to 

~5 ~6’ were list,ed. It was found that these were home :jOO entries, autl that. tlw 

individual intensities varied over a considerable rallge. Alany close coincidences 
occurred a11cl there appeared to he collcentratioll. + of int.eiisity near Ci2.l and 

li2.8 cnC1. Aloreover these concent8rations tended to repeat \\-ith a spacing of 

l.(i cIll~k . A4i~ examination of the experimental spectrum shows feat,urre of this 

type although the systematic repetition was not pronounced. It, is to he cspect~ctl 

howrver t,hat higher order terms such as t’hose from centrifugal stretching will 
alter the pattern to some extent. The only conclwiol~ which appears I\-arrant*cd 
is that the combined effect of this third class of lines can indeed give rise t,o the 
extra lines \vhich are observed but that a precise identificat,ioll of these itltSensity 

maxima cannot he made \vithout further det,ailed studies. 
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